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ABSTRACT. A n unprecedented period of precipitation during the February 1017, 1986 period resulted in saturated soils over most of northern
California. A series of cloudbursts, embedded in a convergence zone
moving with moist unstable southwest flow, formed over the Sacramento
Valley during the afternoon and evening of February 18, 1986. An unusually
large cloudburst storm generated just south of Rancho Cordova at
approximately 2100 PST, intensified, moved north and eventually
dissipated northwest of Auburn at 2230 PST. Fifteen-minute precipitation
data for this event were available to allow an adequate description of the
areal precipitation pattern.
Gage records and isohyets for the most
intense precipitation period are shown.
Flooding, with peak flow
recurrence intervals from 10 to 100 years, was observed in stream basins
influenced by this cloudburst. The most severe flooding was observed in
Placer County on Linda Creek and Miners Ravine east of Roseville and in
streams immediately west of Auburn. Precipitation and flow data collected
for this storm provided an opportunity to test the hydrologic design
methodology recommendedby Placer and Sacramento counties. Comparisons were
made of observed time distribution patterns and areal reduction factors to
those described in the literature.

INTRODUCTION
Ideally, hydrologic design would use a long record of shortduration multi-gage network precipitation data. This type of data
are currently being collected at many locations in the United
States, usually associated with ALERT systems or operational
combined sewer overflow control systems. For now, the records are
too short and design events must be used. The difficulty lies in
using a single station depth duration frequency analysis to
construct a design storm with some correspondence to the reality of
the complex variation of precipitation in time and space. However,
comparison of observed events to 'design events can promote
confidence in hydrologic design methods.
FEBRUARY 18, 1986 PRECIPITATION
Precipitation during the storm event was defined by a number of
recording and non-recording gages. Figure 1 shows the location of
recording gages and also shows 30-minute isohyets for February 18,
1986 from 2100-2130 PST.
The City of Roseville maintained

recording gages at City Hall and the ~oseville water treatment
plant. Sierra College and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers jointly
maintained a gage at Sierra College. Gages at Sunrise, Orangevale,
Navion, Van Maren and Rancho Cordova were operated by Sacramento
County. Recording gage data were also available from the City of
Auburn and from the National Weather Service for Auburn Dam and
Folsom Dike No. 8. Non-recording daily gage data were available
for Lincoln, Rocklin, Miners Ravine Observatory, Roseville and
Folsom Prison. Weather observations at Mather and McClellan Air
Force Bases described the movement of the cloudburst, although
neither location was directly influenced. The Sacramento NWS radar
was not operating during the storm. A radar at Sheridan, used for
a cloud seeding program, was operating. However it provided poor
data since the heavy precipitation attentuated the radar beam.
A series of cloudbursts, embedded in a larger convergence
precipitation zone moving from west to east in moist unstable
southwest flow (originating from near Hawaiian latitudes), formed
over the Sacramento Valley during the afternoon and evening of
February 18, 1986. A cloudburst passing over the City of Roseville
1600-1700 PST caused widespread street flooding. Precipitation
with the convergence zone began at 1800 PST . An unusually large
cloudburst storm generated in the convergence zone just south of
Rancho Cordova at approximately 2100 PST, intensified, moved north
to north-northeast and eventually dissipated northwest of Auburn in
the Sierra Nevadan foothills at 2230 PST.
The 30-minute isohyetal pattern (Figure I), as well as patterns for
other durations, showed an elliptical shape, resulting from the
rapid movement and growth of the cloudburst.
Heavier
precipitation, associated with the core of the storm, extended from
Rancho Cordova, south of the American River, north to the City of
Auburn. The heaviest precipitation occurred in Strap Ravine and
Miners Ravine east of the city of Roseville.
A comparison was made of the storm precipitation at Roseville WTP
to 50-, 100- and 200-year design depth-duration-frequency (DDF)
statistics (ref. 7). Table 1 shows the comparison of values:
Table 1
Comparison of Roseville WTP Precipitation to DDF Statistics
50-Year

100-Year 200-Year Roseville WTP

At Roseville WTP gage, which was not at the center of the storm,
recurrence intervals ranged from 50 years to 100 years.

FEBRUARY 18-19, 1986 FLOODING
Widespread flooding occurred in the Dry Creek watershed and
tributaries from this cloudburst. An unprecedented period of
precipitation from February 10-17, 1986 resulted in saturated soils
and high runoff coefficients. In a wide band 100-200 miles wide
from San Francisco to Sacramento, 10-day precipitation totals had
recurrence intervals averaging 200-years. In addition, an intense
period of precipitation on February 17th in the vicinity of
Sacramento resulted in high stream flows which were still receding
on February 18th. Figure 2 shows flows in Dry Creek at Vernon
Street in Roseville (approximately 80 square mile drainage basin).
The starting flow at 1500 PST (the minimum for the day) was 1800
cfs, much higher than normal winter base flows of 100-200 cfs.
Note that the lag time for Dry Creek at Roseville was approximately
five hours.
Overbank flooding occurred on Linda Creek, Cirby Creek, Miners
Ravine, Secret Ravine, and Dry Creek to its mouth near Rio Linda.
Nearly one hundred homes were severely damaged along Linda and
Cirby Creeks in Roseville and downstream in Rio Linda. Based on
the 35 year peak flow record for the gage at Vernon Street in
Roseville, the recurrence interval for the event in the Dry Creek
watershed was approximately 70 years. The storm also produced peak
flows in the 25-50 year recurrence interval range in streams
originating in the Auburn area.
DISCUSSION
The Roseville cloudburst provided an opportunity to verify that
design recommendations for time distribution patterns and areal
reduction factors were reasonable.
Time Distribution Pattern
Time distribution patterns of precipitation in nature rarely come
close to fitting any type of ideal shape, such as rectangles,
triangles or Gaussian curves. Conventional practice has been to
construct a design hyetograph which preserved the DDF statistics
for a storm duration and the time step required for hydrologic
modeling (ref. 9 ) . However, the procedure must recognize the
importance of dominant storm types from which the DDF statistics
were derived, particularly at the recurrence interval of interest.
In the Sacramento area, the authors have found that balanced or
nested DDF design storms are reasonably consistent with cloudbursts
with durations up to 12 hours. The Roseville cloudburst is an
example of this type of storm. In Figure 2, observed precipitation
at Sierra College is compared to the 100-year design distribution
and to Sierra College precipitation re-ordered to fit the same
symmetrical nested pattern of the design storm. The single-peak
nested design storm pattern appears to be a reasonable
approximation of the Roseville cloudburst.

For longer storm durations (longer than 12 hours), such as are
required for detention pond analysis, temporal distribution
patterns based on historic events were more appropriate. For
example, an analysis of Sacramento long-term precipitation data
showed that the 36-hour storm typically has two peaks, the 5-day
storm typically has five peaks and the 10-day storm typically has
seven peaks.
Areal Reduction Factors
Point precipitation gage statistics are only representative of
areas from a few hundred acres to a few square miles, depending on
recurrence interval. The distance for significant correlation
between point gage measurements is characteristically a few miles
for short-duration precipitation (less than 15-minutes) to a few
hundred miles for long-duration precipitation.
Statistical
analysis of precipitation data must be consistent with the
organization, duration, and coverage of the variety of weather
systems influencing a particular location. These may have a range
of scales, such as, convective cells, thunderstorms, mesoscale
convective complexes, convergence zones, fronts, orographic
precipitation, tropical storms and extra-tropical cyclones; but a
limited number of weather types usually dominate long recurrence
interval depth-area-duration statistics at a\,particular location.
'

A review of reports and data concerning historic flood-producing
events in California and the Southwest found that cloudbursts, or
cloudbursts embedded in larger frontal or convergence precipitation
areas, were responsible for all high recurrence interval floods in
valley and foothill areas for drainage basins a few hundred square
miles in area or smaller. Because of this finding, ARFs used for
California's lower elevations should be consistent with the
precipitation pattern of cloudbursts.
extensive review was made of United States literature on areal
reduction factors (ARFs), using the databases of the American
Meteorological Society, American Society of Civil Engineers, STN
International Compendex, and the National Technical Information
Service. Relationships for extending point gage depth-duration
frequency (DDF) statistics to areas have been developed from
analyses of closely spaced gage networks in Illinois, Northeast
U.S., Arizona, New Mexico, Utah and Southern California.
An

What has developed into a national standard for ARFs was published
in National Weather Service Technical Paper 40 (ref.3) and
republished in NOAA Atlas 2 (ref. 4) . These ARF' s were based on
studies ending in the late 1950's in the northeast and southeast
United States (see curve on Figure 4). The eastern U.S. data used
to develop the curves exhibited no systematic regional pattern or
relationship with recurrence interval.
Research by Herbert Osborne and others at the SCS Agricultural
Research Station in Tucson, Arizona determined that the ARFs in TP
40 were not suitable for the Southwest (ref. 6). Their analyses of

ARFs from precipitation gage networks at Walnut Creek, Arizona and
Alamogordo Creek, New Mexico were averaged and published in NOAA
Hydro-40 (ref. 10, see Figure 4 for one-hour extrapolated values).
They found air mass thunderstorms events to dominate in Arizona and
a mix of frontal and thunderstorm events to dominate in New Mexico.
ARFs were developed for a dense gage network in Chicago (ref. ll),
and were found slightly lower than TP-40 values. More importantly,
the Chicago study found a relationship between ARFs and recurrence
intervals. They attributed the association of lower ARFs with
longer recurrence intervals to the dominance of thunderstorm
supercells or mergers for longer recurrence intervals (over 10
years) .
The Placer County Flood Control District has published ARFs which
are dependent on recurrence interval. These ARFs were based on a
study (ref. I), which investigated historic cloudburst ARFs for
California and Arizona. An adjustment was also made, as suggested
by Osborne (ref. 6), to account for the probability that the point
gage value did not represent the center of the cloudburst event.
Placer County ARFs for the 100-year event are plotted on Figure 4.
ARFs developed from the Sierra Madre storm by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers are used by city and county hydrology manuals in most
of Southern California (i.e . Orange County, ref. 5, see one-hour
curve in Figure 4). These values are inconsistent with other
studies, since, in comparison, they exhibited the lowest value for
the one-hour duration and the highest for the six-hour duration.
This may be caused by basing regional ARFs on this one unusual
event (a thunderstorm complex near Los Angeles on March 4, 1943),
with a recurrence interval of the central rainfall intensity of
approximately 500 years).
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers made a special study of
cloudbursts in Salt Lake County, Utah in 1970-75 (ref. 8). Their
ARF's were similar to those determined for air mass cloudbursts in
Arizona (see Figure 4). The short record (7 years) for the network
may make the results more applicable to recurrence intervals in the
5-10 year range.
ARFs for Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) studies have been
published by the National Weather Service (i.e. ref. 2) . Their
suggested values were based on the averaging of analyses of a
number of historic cloudburst storms, such as: Cajun Pass-1922,
Valyermo-1942, Barstow-1958, Morongo Valley-1958, and Vicentes1961. Since the PMP has a very long recurrence interval, these
ARFs are not appropriate for hydrologic design of 10-100 year
recurrence intervals, and can be expected to be too high.
The final curve shown on Figure 4 represents ARFs for the 30-minute
'.depth for the Roseville February -18, 1986 event. The central
intensity was inferred from watershed response and extrapolation to
be approximately 1.25 inches (32 mm), a 500-year recurrence.

This storm had the high central intensity and elliptical shape
found in other ARF studies where cloudburst storms dominated the
analyses of long recurrence interval events. The Roseville ARF
curve is closest to the Hydro-40 and Placer curves; which are
representative of cloudbursts embedded in fronts or convergence
zones. It is higher than the Orange and Salt Lake ARF curves, as
expected, since these curves represent isolated cloudbursts. It is
lower than NOAA-2, since NOAA-2 was derived from east coast
synoptic scale precipitation types.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on successful HEC-1 model verification for observed
precipitation and runoff (or high water marks) versus simulated
runoff for the February 18-19, 1986 event performed by Montgomery
Watson, the hydrologic design methodologies described in the Placer
County Stormwater ~anasement Manual and the Sacramento County
Drainase Desisn Manual were supported.
The time distribution
patterns, areal reduction factors, shape factors, and antecedent
conditions described for design storms in these manuals were
consistent with those observed in the Roseville cloudburst flood
and other historic cloudbursts in California.
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